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Fall is here,

and I can’t be
happier! The weather is nicer and soon
the colors of autumn will be seen all
around. I love it!

Take a Break					
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I want to take a moment again to
thank everyone who referred cases
to us this past month. There is no
greater complement lawyers receive
than referrals. We received referrals in
divorce cases, child custody and support
modification cases, and legitimation
cases. Thank you so much for trusting
us to help your friends and family! I also
want to thank those of you who took the
time to post online reviews. Thanks again!

What ’s That Smell?
Sources of Hidden Household Smells —
And What You Can Do About Them
Homes are filled with sources of unpleasant smells.

That odor might come from the garbage disposal, the garbage bin,
the litter box, or the spoiled pasta you forgot about weeks ago. For
the most part, these smells are simple to get rid of, but what about
the smells that are harder to find?

COMMON HIDDEN SOURCES. Carpets represent a major

source of hard-to-find odors. Carpet odors can be more subtle
and spread over a larger area. Think about everything that has
been tracked into your home over the years. Even with regular
vacuuming and quick cleaning of spills, your carpet serves as your
home’s historical record.
If your carpet smells, you don’t need to replace it — unless it’s
been about 20 years. All you need is baking soda. Scatter baking
soda over the affected area and wait a few hours. The longer you
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wait, the better. Then, vacuum. If the odor lingers, re-apply the
baking soda, and try again, otherwise your carpet may need a
deep steam clean.
Odors can also come from your dishwasher. It often gets
skipped over during regular kitchen cleaning because we
assume it cleans itself as it cleans our dishes. While that’s partly
true, food pieces and moisture can come together and stick
around for some pesky odors.
The easiest way to get rid of dishwasher odor is to use vinegar.
Instead of detergent, add a cup of vinegar to your empty
dishwasher and cycle it. When you clean your dishwasher, don’t
forget to clean the filter. It’s generally found under the sprayer and
it’s a great place for food particles to accumulate.
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When I think of October, I think of two
things: the World Series and Halloween! I
love going to baseball games, but I have
never been a big fan of watching baseball
on television. The World Series is the
exception to that. I love the excitement of
the Series, especially Game 7 excitement
(when it happens)!
Halloween is also great! I love seeing the
kids in our neighborhood get dressed
up. The kids where Aimee and I live are
young for the most part, so the cuteness
is almost overwhelming!
Have a great October, and happy
Halloween!

- Dave
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Fight Social Isolation and Its Effects

The holidays are almost upon us, and that means families will gather.

But what about the other times of year? Often, we neglect to keep in contact with
our families except for a few annual celebrations. Do you have trouble staying in
touch with members of your family? As families get bigger and time goes on, it’s not
uncommon for people to drift apart. This can have a bad effect on all family members,
albeit in different ways. Whether you’re an adult child, a parent, or a grandparent,
family needs each other.
Adult children will eventually find themselves out on their own for the first time ever.
The joys and trials of starting out in life stand out vividly, and it’s often hard to find time
to think about anything else. In addition, money is often tight and work is scarce. The
social life they lead focuses on friends and romantic partners. They may even be starting
to have children of their own! No matter what, it’s important to stay in touch with these
family members. They often need support and advice from people who’ve done it
before and can offer pointers. Check in with adult children to catch up, shoot the breeze,
or make sure they’re doing alright. Your conversation might help them solve a problem
they’ve been struggling with alone.
Parents of adult children have their own set of difficulties. According to Psychology
Today, this group is most likely to suffer from “empty nest syndrome,” which the journal
defines as “feelings of depression, sadness, and/or grief experienced … after children
come of age and leave their childhood homes.” After almost two decades devoted to
child-rearing, it’s not surprising that many parents have trouble when the kids leave.
If they’re allowed to, many empty-nesters will withdraw socially and emotionally.
Hobbies and friends are important, but it’s also important that they know their family is
supportive and still needs them. By staying in touch, children and grandparents are able
to let parents know how much they still mean to the family as a whole.
Elderly people are particularly prone to social isolation. Not only are they likely to live
distant from family, but elderly people are more likely to deal with loneliness. Feelings
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of inadequacy are common, as are feelings that the world has
moved on and doesn’t need them any more. Add to that the
potential for the death of a spouse, which affects the elderly
more than any other age group, and there’s a real risk for
social isolation. A UC Berkeley study found that risk of mortality
increases by 26 percent with seriously isolated people. This is
particularly true for the elderly, who might suffer health issues
that require quick intervention with nobody around to check up
on them or call for help. For all of these reasons, it’s vital that
people stay in touch with the older members of their family. In
addition, few things make a grandparent happier than hearing
from — or seeing — their family.

like checking in on a relative with health issues — that technology
can be a real blessing. But sometimes the older methods of
keeping contact are as good as the new ones. Sending a letter
instead of an email or making a present by hand and mailing it
really shows that you care. These actions also show that you’re
thinking of the family member that receives the letter or gift. And
as they say, it’s the thought that counts. After the holiday season,
stay in touch with your family — phone calls, letters, impromptu
visits. Make it a regular occurrence. When you take the time, you’ll
both benefit. To the isolated and lonely members of your family, it
will make all the difference.

How to Outlive the Undead
It’s hard to survive a zombie apocalypse.
Just ask the characters from AMC’s wildly
popular series “The Walking Dead.” In the
show’s first six seasons alone, there have
been over 250 on-screen deaths, many
of which were main characters whose
demise fans are still trying to get over.

You may notice a common thread here. While all three groups
have different responses to social distance, those issues can all
be alleviated by efforts to stay in touch. It’s a simple solution to a
problem that presents itself in a variety of ways. And remember,
both you and your family members will benefit. After all, when
two people get in touch, social isolation is alleviated on both
sides. There’s no better way to treat so many of these issues.

So what can you do to outlast the
walking dead? Start by taking a page
from Rick Grimes, Michonne, and Daryl
Dixon. Or at least the talented and
dedicated actors who play them on TV.

Run for Your Life

Fortunately, staying in contact is easier today than ever, thanks to
the internet and cellular phones. And for the day-to-day stuff —

Andrew Lincoln, the actor who brings
Rick Grimes to life, is a long-distance
runner by nature. Runners enjoy the
benefits of a total body workout, toning

3 Scary-Cool Halloween Hacks

making Halloween a
scary time of year. The pressure of creating original and memorable
decorations threatens to take all the fun out of the holiday. But you
don’t have to cast a spell to pull it off. Here are some life hacks to
help you impress even the harshest of Halloween critics.

Spooky Glowing Ghosts

Hack: Create cool glow-in-the-dark ghosts to make any haunted
house or party decoration spook-tacular.
Materials: Balloons, glow sticks, permanent black marker
How-to: Activate a glow stick and slide it into a deflated balloon.
Don’t worry if it doesn’t fit all the way. Carefully blow the balloon up
before tying it shut. Draw a scary face using the permanent marker.
Turn off the lights and watch it glow.
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When you’re a katana-wielding
zombie slayer like Michonne, body
balance is as important as strength.
Danai Gurira does her fierce character
justice through Pilates, helping her
identify areas of her body that need
improvement. If your body’s strength
isn’t balanced, you will end up favoring
one side and restrict your athletic
ability. Focus on building up problem

Wake up with this fresh and delicious raspberry shake. It’s
sure to get you up and running for the morning ahead!

Ingredients

Recipe courtesy of foodnetwork.com.

Filling:

•

½ cup rolled oats

•

6 baking apples, peeled, cored,
and cut into wedges

•

½ cup light brown sugar

•

½ teaspoon ground cinnamon

How-to: Gather up some empty toilet paper rolls. Using a pencil,
trace different eye shapes before carefully cutting them out.
Activate a glow stick, put it inside the roll, and you’re good to go.
Place them in the bushes or behind darkened windows for a fun
and creepy view.

•

1 tablespoon lemon juice

•

¼ teaspoon salt

•

½ cup sugar

•

•

2 tablespoons flour

12 tablespoons butter (1 ½ sticks),
chilled and cut into small pieces

•

½ cup nuts, coarsely chopped
and toasted

Chaotic Crayon Pumpkin

Directions

Materials: Toilet paper or paper towel rolls, glow sticks, pencil,
scissors

It ’s not just the ghosts and ghouls

Maintain Body Balance

Perfectly Fall Apple Crisp

Monster Eyes

Hack: Glowing eyes are sure to creep out the neighbors and make
your house the best on the block.

muscles, burning calories, and improving
heart health. And when it comes to
getting in shape, a study published in
Medicine & Science in Sports & Exercise
revealed that running is a far more
effective weight loss method than just
walking.

Hack: Blur the line between decoration and art with a unique,
colorful pumpkin.
Materials: Pumpkin, crayons, glue, hair dryer
How-to: Start by removing the paper from your crayons, then
glue them on the top of the pumpkin, surrounding the stem. Once
the glue dries, use a hair dryer to carefully melt the crayons. Use
black and red on an orange pumpkin for a traditionally creepy
decoration. Or, put a rainbow of shades on a white pumpkin for a
burst of color.

Topping:
•

1.

1 ¼ cups flour

Preheat the oven to 350 F.

In a large mixing bowl, toss
together apples, lemon juice,
sugar, and flour. Pour the apple
mixture into a buttered 2-quart
baking dish and set aside.

For the topping:
3.

In a large mixing bowl, mix the
flour, rolled oats, brown sugar,
cinnamon, and salt. With a food

Stay Lean and Alert by
Eating Clean
To play Daryl Dixon, a fan favorite,
crossbow-loving survivor Norman Reedus
started by making big changes to his diet.
By planning meals in advance, Reedus
found he could more easily avoid eating
things like sugar and bread and stick to
fresh foods. What’s more, research in the
journal Nature Reviews Neuroscience
shows that a healthy diet strengthens
synapses in the brain and leads to better
cognitive processing. Staying alert is a
must during the apocalypse.

Take a

Break

processor or pastry blender, work
the butter into the flour mixture
— just until it forms large clumps.
Fold nuts into mixture.

For the fruit filling:
2.

areas, like weak knees or upper body
strength, to improve your overall fitness.

4.

Sprinkle the topping evenly over
the fruit. Bake the apple crisp
until the fruit is bubbling and
the topping is golden brown and
crisp — about 45 minutes.

Enjoy!
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